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I .  GENERAT

l.Ol This section covers the description of wire
guards and their use as protection for drop

wire against abrasion.

L02 This section is reissued to delete the S wire
guard which is rated Manufacture Discontinued.

l.o3 The best protection against abrasion is
obtained by stringing drop wire clear of

obstructions. This should be done where practicable
even though it means longer wire runs.

2. PNOTECTING DTOP WIRE AGAINST AENASION

2.01 Protect drop wire with wire guards where
it is impracticable to avoid contact with:

(a) Tree limbs or branches larger than l/2 inch
in diameter.

(b) Obstructions in the span such as garages,
guys, signs, street lighting standards, etc.

(c) Suspension strand of ring-supported cable
at span clamps in drop wire run between

pole and span clamp.

(d) Small branches (less than 1/2 inch in diameter),
twigs, and foliage if it is impracticable to

obtain clearance for two or three years. Refer
to 620-310-200 covering tree pruning methods
for a list of fast and slow growing trees.

3. DESCRIPTION OF WIRE GUAND

3.Ol P lUire Guord-This is a slotted guard of
black plastic which can be spiraled on the

drop wire or the drop wire pulled through it. P
guards are furnished in 3-foot lengths.

4. INSTAITING WIRE GUATDS

Gancrol

/t.Ol Center wire guard on a drop with respect
to the point of contact with tree limbs or

other obstructions.

4.O2 Extend the wire protection at least 3 feet
beyond each side of the tree exposure in

order to provide for subsequent tree growth.

4.03 Use a B clip crimper for sliding guards to
the proper position on the drop wire and

for placing wire clips to hold guards in place.

1.M Hold wire guards in position by placing wire
clips on the drop against the ends of the

protection. Where more than three guard lengths
are used, placed intermediate wire clips not more
than three guard lengths apart.

4.05 P Wire guards can be placed on drop wire
by means of a hook tool fashioned from the

tail wire of a drop wire clamp, or by using a
screwdriver as a guide. (See Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and
Fig.  3.)

Fig. l-Hook Foshioned From Drop Wirc Clomp

4.06 Place P wire guard on drop wire as follows:

(1) Spiral one end of the wire guard on the
drop wire for a length ol about 4 inches.

(2) When using the hook: Insert the hook in
the slit of the guard and hold it close to

the drop wire. Grip the part of the guard
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already on the wire and pull guard away from
the hook as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2-Plocing P Wire Guod Hook Method

(3) When using screwdriver: After inserting
the screwdriver blade into the part of the

guard not on the wire and holding it in position
shown in Fig. 3, grip the part of the guard
already on the wire and pull guard away from
the screwdriver.

Fig. 3-Plocing P Wire Guord Screwdriver Mefhod

Typicol Instolloiion of P Wire Guord

4.O7 Methods of protecting drop wire against
abrasion are illustrated in Fig. 4 through 8.

Fig. 4-Prolection For Wire Al Tree Contocl Lorger

Thon I l/2 Inch Diometer

PLACE S WIRE CLIF
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Fig. S-Protecfion For Wire Over Tree

GRASP GUARD SECTION ON
OROP WIRE ANO HOOK

USE THE B CLIP
CRIMPER OR SIDE

PLIERS TO CLOSE CLIP
FIRMLY ON WIRE,
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WIRE CLIP

Fig.
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I- SELECT A LENGTH WHICH

WILL GIVE TH€ OROP
AOEOUATE PROIECTION
AGAINST ASRASION,

2, SIRE GUARD PNOTECTON
NOT REOUIREO WITH OLD
SPAN CLAMPS.

8-Protecting Wire From Abrcsion Al Spcn Clomp
on Stmnd For Ring Supported CobleFig, 6-Proleclion For Wire fhrough frce
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Fig. 7-Prolect ion For Wire Al Guy in Spon
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